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Connolly Elected Pres.
by Tony Tarnel!
Jimmy Connolly has been elected
President of the Fairfield University
Students Association. In an election
which marked the highest student
turnout in the past several years,
Connolly amassed 554 votes, write-in
candidate Bob Stall received 505
votes, and Mike Navarro accumulated 407 votes.
The 1466 turnout for this election
reached the 54 percent mark, and
bettered last Tuesday's primary by 3
percent. The best voting turnout
came from the Off-Campus Boarders
with 229 votes cast, and Northwest
with 219. All the various areas
reported an increased turnout over
last weeks primary except Regis
Hall, Gonzaga, and Northwest.
As in the primary, the most disappointing turnout was the commuters.
Only 13.5 percent of the 850 commuters cast their ballots.
"Bob's turnout really surprised the
hell out of me", detailed Connolly a
few minutes after hearing the
results. He continued that "Mike ran
a fantastic campaign, and I have to
give him a whole lot of credit."
"The 1466 turnout was fantastic,
and it goes to prove that the students
of this University are not as
apathetic as people seem to fee,
"noted Connolly. Connolly detailed
that during the past three weeks, he
worked at getting his ideas'around to
the students, and that the vote for
him was really a vote for those ideas.
"As of next Monday, I will start right
in with Vinny, and learn all the ins
and out of the office," said Connolly.
He continued that "I feel the transfer
of office will run, to say the least,
smoothly." He attributes this to his
past positive relationship with the existing FUSA government, based on
his year as president of the Student
Legislature.
Connolly plans to initiate some of
his proposed programs as soon as
possible. He said that "next week I
will establish a committee to start
work on my student Grocery Shop."

pic Games who just set a new world
record, however, finished second in
the event," said Bob Stall in commenting on his 505 write in votes.
Stall credits his incredible showing to
the support of Steve Ciardiello, and
George Schietinger, candidates in
last Tuesday's primary, who aided
Stall in the final week of his write-in
campaign.
Stall, who was very pleased with
his showing in the election, noted
Continued On Page 2

Connolly noted that since his term of
office is only one year, he wishes to
get started on the important issues
as soon as possible.
Connolly officially takes over office on April 1. During this interim
period, he will work with Vinny
O'Brien to learn as many of the
details of the FUSA chief office as
possible. During this period, Connolly
will also be in the process of
establishing his 40 member cabinet.
"I feel like an athlete in the Olym-

Jimmy Connolly
(Photo by Bob Torello)
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Ad-Hoc Committee Releases
Alcohol Report

Jack Bello
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Jack Bello Chosen
To Manage WVOF
by Tucker Forman
In an election which took place
Monday night, Jack Bello was
elected as station manager for the
1979-80 academic year of WVOF.
Bello, who has had two and onehalf years experience as AM director, assistant program director and
hockey announcer, primarily stressed that he will "work to bring the station closer together. The inside
aspect must work before the outside"
can."
As to the possible change in the
frequency, Bello states "If they
decide to change it—we would like
the community to give us a chance to
be good. Currently, we feel the campus doesn't give us the proper attention. It seems the campus gets together once a week for the Sunday 'Full
House' show."
Bello adds that his long range goal
for WVOF will be in terms of public
relations. "Look for WVOF to be
more open. We plan to be in the Stag-

Her every other Thursday night. Also,
we are considering record promotions in the Campus Center. We
would like the Board of Directors of
the University to meet more often
with our entire staff."
"We have much potential for a ten
Watt station. If the audience would
give us a chance, they could appreciate our diverse style of music. If
you like music—then you'll like
WVOF."
In terms of personnel changes,
Bello responded "Some minor
changes will be made, but the staff
will basically be the same."
"We want everyone to know, on
and off-campus, that we are here.
We are open for any types of suggestions in the form of letters, comments and calls. WVOF is only as
good as the student body wants it to
be. I am determined that as a closely
working team, we can please the interests of the student body."
Continued On Page 2

by Robin Becker
In recent weeks there has been a
growing awareness among the students at Fairfield about the irresponsible actions of a few due to the increase of alcohol abuse on campus.
As a result of this awareness, a Committee for Campus Life, or CCL, has
been established in an attempt to
counteract these problems. This
committee includes a group of concerned students, several faculty
members, and campus ministry.
It is the belief of the CCL that certain issues should be raised to help
prevent future irresponsible actions.
In a statement soon to be released to
the Academic Council and the Board
of Trustees, the CCL cites these problems and possible solutions:
1.A review of the disciplinary action taken by the university.
2. The utilization of Dorm Councils
as self-governing bodies to impose internal guidelines and
rules to be enforced by the
students.
3. A correction of the absence of

participation of the Housemasters through an increase in communication between them and
the students.
4. Increased student awareness of
disciplinary procedures so as to
lessen the burden placed upon
the Resident Advisor.
5. More efficent character screening of admissions applicants.
6. Initiation of an alcohol education
program and mandatory sessions as part of certain
disciplinary sanctions.
The goal of the committee is to increase student awareness which it
hopes will result in a decrease in
future problems. This awareness can
be achieved through the use of promotion devices such as "I Care" buttons. These buttons will be distributed in the latter part of the coming
week. It is the hope of the committee
that these buttons will stimulate interest within the student body in
order to create a safer and more
constructive campus.
When asked about their personal

reasons for starting the CCI, CCL
members echoed similar sentiments.
Joe Giacino ('81) said that "I saw the
University as a whole taking what I
thought to be a turn for the worse,
and I thought it was time I did something about it. Through Campus
Ministry and the CCL I found the opportunity I needed." Michael P. Fitzgerald (79) commented that, "Casualties seem to be getting worse
since I've been here and it's imperative that something be accomplished
to check this. I believe the Committee is the tool." John Hughes, a
sophomore, said, "Many of the students on campus do care about the
quality of campus life. We want our
voice to be heard." Junior Marie
McGinnis noted that "Most of us are
tired of waiting for someone else to
do it, so we formed our own committee. Anyone interested should join
us." Joe DeLuca ('81) stated that "I
was just sick and tired of the vandalism and broken glass and felt that
something had to be done. I feel that
the CCL is the best way to do it."

Donovan To Head Legislature
Concert Funds Approved
by John Hughes
Ken Donovan was elected Student
Legislature President, at a meeting
of that body last week. Donovan, a
junior, was chosen to replace Jim
Connolly, who had recently stepped
down to aid his presidential campaign. Donovan will serve in this
capacity until October.
Donovan has recently served as
interim president for the body.
Formerly chairman of Government
Operations committee of the legisla-

ture, Donovan feels that he will have
ample time since his term will last to
October.
The legislature also allocated
$10,000 to the Student Entertainment Commission for a March 3rd
concert featuring Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes along with the
Good Rats, to be held in the gym.
This measure was necessary after
the legislature invoked its power to
control FUSA spending.
In other action, the legislature
passed a bill calling fpr a student

handbook suppliment to be prepared
by members of student government
and its branches for the purpose of
making the government more easily
accessible to the students. "The supplement would describe the purpose
and duties of the various positions
and their areas of jurisdiction, and
would include a FUSA constitution,"
according to one representative.
Both measures have been submitted to FUSA President O'Brien for his
approval.

February 15
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The \^feek In Review
personally intervened to aid in the killing of Mr.
Allende.
"Greymail", or the threat of disclosure of national secrets by defendents, is not an issue in
the trial. The Justice Department has asked for
closed hearings before the trial of another
I.T.T. executive, who is also charged w/perjury.
A similar request was denied in the Berrellez
case.

WORLD

By Cosmo Corigliano and Tom Daly
Iran's Military
It has been only three short weeks since
Shah Mohammad Riza Pahlevi was forced from
Iran and the political turmoil has risen
significantly. The armed forces have indicated
support for the fragile Government of Prime
Minister Shahpur Bakhtiar, installed by the
Shah. However, many Iranian troops are supporting Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, who last
week named a government of his own headed
by another vetern politcian, Mehdi Bazargan.
Latest reports coming from Teheran indicate
that Bakhtiar resigned on Sunday after Khomeini's supporters had overrun the capitol.
The United States has prepared to evacuate
all remaining Americans if the situation appeared.
On Friday, violence broke out when proKhomeini air force cadets and technicians
demonstrated at a base in Teheran. Many were
killed when troops supporting the Bakhtiar
government were summoned to stop the
demonstration. Thousands of Teheranis broke
a government curfew and surged through the
streets, shouting "until the death of Bakhtiar,
we are not going home."
Oil Poses Economic Problems
The cutoff of Iranian oil has created a more
serious situation than the embargo of 1973 that
triggered the worst recession since World War
II. This cutoff has had a marked effect on the
world financial markets. The price of gold
soared to a record high and the dollar plunged
to its lowest level in weeks.
Iran's turmoil stopped the supply of ten percent of the world's crude oil on Dec. 26. By last
weekend it became clear that Saudi Arabia
was not going to raise its level of output, and
that Iran's turmoil might go on indefinitely.
For those who felt reminiscenses of the Arab
oil embargo were being thrust upon them, the
report of the 1.3 percent rise in wholesale
prices for January gave the week a fitting
close. Non-food items, which heavily reflect the
cost of petroleum products, rose 1.1 percent.
Military Warnings
The Carter administration has been alarmed
by the recent buildup of Chinese forces of the
Vietnam border. The state department said last
week that the U.S. "would be seriously concerned over a Chinese attack on Vietnam."
Similiar warnings have been relayed to Vietnam and to the Soviet Union, Hanoi's ally. Vietnamese troops have skirmished with the
Chinese along their common four hundred and
eighty mile frontier. Moscow has stationed a

WVOF

Continued From Page 1
He furthur points out that "People
are always welcome to become a
radio station member. It's your sta-

NEW ENGLAND

small naval task force along Vietnam's coast to
signal China.
Bangkok is officially neutral in the Cambodian conflict but Cina may be resupplying Cambodian guerrillas through Thailand. Thai officials have denied such an arrangement with
China.
Despite the number of warnings, more
fighting seems unlikely. China is busy with its
own economic development and Vietnam is pre
occupied with running its neighbor, Laos and
with consolidating its victories in Cambodia.

NATION
Protesting Farmers
Last week, the American Agricultural Movement made its second assault on the capital.
This one was noiser and better organized than
the one last winter. Some had been on the road
since mid-January, to demand higher farm
price supports in Washington. However, about
all that the farmers had gained from this trip
was a chance to drive up the steps of national
monuments and get arrested. Opinions were
not swayed.
Last time, they won an increase in federal
wheat subsidies. Their chances of getting
anything this time range from "zero to none,"
according to Ariculture Secretary Bob
Bergland.

tion— so why not get involved and
not only make some new friends, but
enjoy what you will be doing as you
serve the Fairfield community."
According to Bello, "We must
make our goal to promote the station

There are several reasons for Washington's
less sympathetic attitude. Farmers are
generally better off today than they were a year
ago. Net income reached 28 billon in 1978, a
rise of 8 billion from 1977. Rural lawmakers are
not feeling the political pressure they felt last
year at this time since the Congressional elections are safely behind them.
Security Claims End I.T.T. Case
Perjury charges against Robert Berrellez, a
former executive of the International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, have
been dropped. The reason given for dropping
the case was because of national security. A
more specific reason has not been given;
however, some think that the information might
be more embarrassing that sensitive.
Mr. Berrellez was indicted for lying to a
Senate committee about the multi-national
company's efforts to prevent the 1970 election
of Chilean President Salvador Allende
Gossens. The Government has said in the past
that discussion of involvement by the Central
Intelligence agency in the election would
jeopardize operatives still in the field. However,
there's now speculation that some of the
operatives may be members of the presentChilean government that overthrew and killed
Mr. Allende in 1973.
In the course of proceedings last week, it
was disclosed that President Augusto Pinochet

— not only on campus, but in the
community as well. Look for an upcoming series called 'This Week in
Fairfield' which will be a thirty minute
news broadcast of the area's happenings of the previous week."

®
ICE CREAM STORE
NO. 1210

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

MIX & MATCH A CASE OF
KIRSCH MIXERS
CLUB, GINGER, TONIC, HALF & HALF, TOM COLLINS

3.09

A CASE OF 12-28 oz. Bottles

Plus $1.80 Deposit

1342 Kings Hwy.Cutoff, Ffld. (opp.Carvel)

that there was a strong parallel in the
ideas of Ciardiello, Schietinger, and
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As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm,
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.

I
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Educational Center
Call Days Evenings & Weekends
101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven Ct. 06511
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himself. Bob explained that in the
primary 600 votes were cast between the three of them, and he feels
that the 505 votes attained in todays
election reflect for a good part the
above mentioned 600 votes.

After just three months of study at The Institute for
Paralegal Training in exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stimulating and rewarding career in law or business —
without law school.

DAT
NMB
MCAT
I,
II, III
LSAT
ECFMG
GMAT
FLEX
PCAT
VQE
OCAT
NDB
GRE
I. II
SAT ,
VAT/NLE

ALL SOFT SERVE SUNDAES
ANY NIGHT MON.-FRI. 7-10 P.M.
WITH F.U. I.D.
562 Post Rd. (located In Traffic Circle)
259-7481

255-2328

Connolly Wins

A career in law—
without law school.

Ccvu/d,

soft drinks at big savings!

Connecticut Stresses Frugality
Getting re-elected can sometimes give a
governor an entirely different perspective. That
seems to be the case in Connecticut where
Governor Ella T. Grasso last week announced a
new 2.4 billion dollar budget. This new budget
was significantly tighter than last years version.
A year ago, she seem to be in some political
difficulty and her budget reflected this. Last
year her budget showed concern for the hard
times experienced by Connecticut's cities.
However, her new financial plan shows less
concern for the urban problem and more for
the inflationary crises experienced through out
the nation. Mrs. Grasso speculated that she
may ask the legislature to enact a variation of
the "cap" law now on the books in New Jersey,
much to the distress of the state's municipal
administrators.
The alternative to this control is higher
taxes. According to Mrs. Grasso, this alternative is unacceptable to all citizens, including
herself.She also proposed allocating nearly 30
million dollars extra in school equalization
payments mandated by a court order.
However, an advisory panel had earlier suggested that 40 million dollars a year will be
needed over the next five years to help level
out the differences between rich and poor
school districts.
A Vintage Year for Connecticut
The Farm Wineries Act passed by the
General Assembly last June was enacted in the
hopes of generating an interest in wine production in Connecticut. While the state shivers
under its blanket of slush and snow, the very
idea of vineyards seems ludicrous. However, it
has already been decided that wine can be produced in such a variable climate. The question
that remains to be answered is whether Connecticut can compete on the open market.
The only way to succeed in wine making in
the state is for producers to concentrate on
quality and not quantity. It has been conceeded
that commercial wineries could command a
superior grape. However, by producing wine in
thousand gallon lots some of the finer touches
are lost.

800 Silver Lane
E. Hartford Ct. 06116

522-4162

For Information About Other
Centers In Major US Cities &
Abroad Outside NY State
Call TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since .
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.
We will visit your campus on:

Thursday, March 29
The

Institute
for
Paralegal
Training

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN
A variety of courses for women
who have postponed or interrupted
their career and desire to re-enter
the job market will be offered this
semester at Fairfield. The
University's Connecticut Center for
Continuing Education will be conducting seminars, support groups, and
several courses in career development designed to ease the transistion from homemaker to career
woman.
"Career Direction" will be a five
session workshop which will focus
on assisting strenghts and priorities,
fostering confidence and determining what type of paid employment for
which a woman is qualified. Testing
and advising are included. Mary Lou
Powell, manager of the College
Board Career Information Center,
will be conducting the course.
"Intellectual Alert: Solving
Reading, Writing, and Thinking
Dilemnas", will concentrate on
reviewing and updating job skills.
Topics will include learning to focus
precisely on main ideas, thesis, and
hypothesis of written communication, differentiating between fact and
opinion, discerning logical fallacies,
and learning to take sensible notes
from readings and lectures.

A series of support groups will also
be offered for those who would like
the opportunity to meet and discuss
their goals, difficulties, and transition
processes with those in similar circumstances. The groups are informally structured and meet for 12
sessions beginning at various times
throughout the year. Counseling the
support groups will be Mrs. Halligan,
who has had experience leading
groups at Yale and Fairfield Universities.
Most classes and workshops
begin this week. For further information, call the Connecticut Center of
Continuing Education at 255-5411,
ext. 687.
SPRING SPREE
The Campus Center, in conjunction with Inter-collegiate Holidays is
sponsoring a sun worshippers spring
spree in Puerto Rico for the week of
spring break, March 17 to the 24.
For just $299.00, you receive hotel
accomodations for seven days and
seven nights at the Carib-lnn in San
Juan. Roundtrip transportation via .
scheduled carrier, hotel tax and
gratuities, plus much more are included.
If you are interested in joining the
Spring Spree to Puerto Rico, contact
either Donna Schmidt or Donna Morrison in the Campus Center or call
255-5411 ext. 377. Deadline for application is 30 days prior to departure; a $50.00 deposit is required
upon registration.
CONSERVATION COURSE
Dr. Phillip Barske will instruct a
course in "Community and Environmental Conservation Concerns" for
Fairfield's Center for Continuing
Education beginning this week.
Dr. Barske, who holds a Doctoral
Degree in Applied Ecology, has
chaired several state and local conservation commissions, and has recently completed alnd environmental
impact and design study for
Richardson-Merrel of Wilton.
The course is designed to increase the individual's awareness of
his role in local-level environmental
conservation programs. Recent
legislation and changing public attitudes have now provided towns
with an increased amount of
regulatory authority. Special emphasis will be placed on these new
local programs and activities and the
special concerns of town conservation commissions.
Optional Saturday morning field
trips will also be conducted.

PHILOSOPHY LECTURE SERIES
During the Spring Semester, the
following philosophy lectures will
take place:
On February 21, 1979, at 3:30
p.m., professor Andrew Reck of
Tulane University will lecture on the
topic: "William James on Ultimate
Reality and Meaning". Professor
Reck has written and lectured extensively on James and other American
philosophers. This semester, he is a
Visiting Professor at Fordham
University where he is offering a
seminar on William James' Principles
of Psychology and Pragmatism.
During the month of March Professor Nicholas Everitt of the University of East Anglia who has exchanged positions for the semester with
our Professor King J. Dykeman, will
give a series of lectures on
Philosophy of Mind which is one of
his specialties.
On April 2, Professor Ellen Marie
Chen of St. John's University will lecture on the topic: "The Concept of
Duality in Chinese and Western
Thought".
On the 24th of April, Professor
Marie-Suzanne Neville of the University of Hartford will speak on "A
Metaphysics in Ordinary Time".
LECTURE NOTES
"Can There Be Peace in Northern
Ireland?" will be the topic addressed
by Nobel Peace Prize co-winner Betty Williams on February 21 at Fairfield. The talk part of the University's
People's Forum Series sponsored by
the People's Saving Bank of
Bridgeport, will begin at 8:00 p.m. in
the Campus Center Oak Room. Tickets which must be presented for admission, are available free at offices
of People's Saving Bank or in the
Campus Center office.
Mrs Williams was a co-winner with
Mairead Corrigan of the 1976 Nobel
Peace Prize when it was awarded
belatedly in October of 1977. The two
were recognized for their efforts in
organizing a broad based movement
to end violence between Roman
Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland.
The Movement stemmed from the
death of the driver of an alleged Irish
Republican Army getaway car in
August, 1976—he was shot by a
British soldier and his car veered out
of control killing three children, and
injuring their mother. The children
were Mrs. Corrigan's niece and
nephews. Both Mrs. Williams and
Ms. Corrigan witnessed the tragedy.

The two became determined to see
peace between Catholics and Protestants.
Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Corrigan
were successful in organizing peace
marches in which both Catholics and'
Protestants participated.
In addition to the Nobel Peace
Prize, Mrs. Williams and Ms. Corrigan were also rewarded a so-called
People's Peace Prize. The funds
realized from this prize went to
establish a trust fund to provide care
for orphans, create jobs, and begin
community projects in an effort to
ease the effects of the fighting in
Ulster.
Since that time, Mrs. Williams has
continued to work toward the goal of
peace in Northern Ireland.

CAREER INFO CENTER OPENS
A new career information center
has opened at the University
specifically to assist adults in making
decisions about their jobs and
careers. The program, Fairfield Adult
Career Education Services, (FACES)
co-ordinated by Vilma Allen, is part of
the University's Continuing Education division.
Mrs. Allen announced a series of
five session workshops to begin this
week. Later on, a four session
"Study Skills Workshop" will also be
offered. Other clinics and workshops
have been scheduled for March.
FACES also offers continuing
support-group sessions dealing with
personal changes related to education, employment and family situations; provides individual counseling;
and offers a resource and information service.
FACES and a companion center at
New York University, was established with support from the College
Board, a non-profit association for
education, under a grant from the
U.S. Office of Education's Office of
Career Education. Technical
assistance in establishing the model
centers was given by Future Directions for a Learning Society (FDLS), a
program of the College Board to
assist adult learners and the institutions which serve them.
The center is open weekdays from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Thursday until 8
p.m., and Saturdays from 9 a.m. to
noon. For information call FACES at
255-5411, ext, 681 or 687.
COACH WANTED
The women's Softball team is looking for either a faculty member or an
experienced student to be their new
coach. If you fill either one of these

Students March For Life
Students from the University, the
Prep., and the surrounding schools
were part of the more than 200 people from the Fairfield area who participated in the March for Life in
Washington D.C. on January 22.
They joined over 70,000 pro-lifers in
the sixth annual march from the
Ellipse to the Capital to protest the
1973 Supreme Court decision legali z i no^abortions^Groupsfromasfar

requirements contact Diane Pelullo,
box 1610.

CAMPUS NOTES

By John J. Smith
SUMMER WORKSHOP IN SPAIN
The Summer Workshop in Spain
conducted each year by Fairfield
University, will be held again in 1979,
tentatively scheduled for five weeks
from July 2 to August 3,
The Workshop, designed for people interested in an opportunity to
study the Spanish language and
culture in depth, is geared to
students and teachers at the
graduate and undergraduate levels.
Participants must have the equivalent of three years of college
Spanish, or the ability to speak and
understand the language.
The Workshop offers a plan for
those interested in studying and earning undergraduate or graduate
credit.
The program focuses on introducing participants to contemporary
culture as it is developing in Spain,
and absorbing the flavor of daily life
there. Teachers and advanced Spanish students will have the opportunity
for comprehension and use of oral
Spanish in daily classes with native
Spanish faculty.
The deadline for application is
April 1, 1979. A request for an application may be made to the Rev.
Victor Leeber, S.J., the Summer
Workshop chairman.

Page 3

as Illinois, Wisconsin and Texas were
represented at the March. In Fairfield County, buses were sponsored
by local groups including Knights of
Columbus, Baptists for Life, and
several Right to Life chapters. Scott
Wilson, Kate Sullivan, and John
Lorincz organized the trip from the
University.
Several government and religious
leaders addressed thousands at the

1144 REEF ROAD

HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY FEB. 16th....3to6P.M.

25c DRAFTS
$
1.50 PITCHERS

• WATCH FOR SNOWBALL
SPECIALS AT

iquor Barrel
FREE DELIVERY—259-1764

The Fairfield university Staff
Association (an organization comprised of eighty members) is offering
a $600.00 scholarship or two
$300.00 scholarships to a junior(s) or
senior(s) based-on financial need. In
the event the winner is a senior the
scholarship money will be available
immediately. In the event the winner
is a junior the money will be available
for the September 1979 semester.
Applications may be picked up in
the following offices; Student Services, Loyola Hall; Financial Aid Office, Canisius 6; Cashiers Office,
Canisius 118, Accounting Office,
Canisius 110, Academic Dean's Office, Canisius 201 and in Bannow
219.
The money is made availabe
through fund raising projects held
the past year by members of the
Association and money donated by a
former member of the Association.
Applications should be returned to
Mrs. Peg Doyle, c/o Student Services, Loyola Hall by Wednesday,
February 28, 1979. Announcement
of the winner(s) of the scholarship
will be announced April 5, 1979.
Members of the committee are
Co-chairman Mrs. Peg Doyle, Student Services Dept. and Mrs. Miriam
Slater of the Payroll Department assisted by Mrs. Claire Carroll of the
Business Office, Mrs. Jo Cellini, Accounting Department, Mrs. Marge
Fitzpatrick, Admissions Department;
Mrs. Edith Meyer, Faculty.Secretary;
Mrs. Pat O'Brien, Biology and
Mrs. Lorraine Testo, Personnel
Department.

NAUTILUS CAFE

steps of the Capital, beginning with
Rabbi Yehudah Levin of the Rabbinical College of St. Louis. Mo., who
Continued On Page 9

FAIRFIEI D'S LARGEST SELECTION
< OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES

FILM SCHEDULE
The following is the schedule of
upcoming feature films and attractions sponsored by the film society.
Unless otherwise stated, all films will
be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium and
admission is $1.00 except where
noted.
Tonight and tomorrow night, Redford,
Hoffman,
and
the
WatergateHotel will star in "All the
President's Men". "The Two of Us",
the tender funny story of a Jewish
boy in occupied France, will be
presented on Tuesday, Feb. 20. "My
Fair Lady", with Rex Harrison and
Audrey Hepburn will be shown on
Sunday, Feb. 25, and. the Russian
version of "Hamlet", produced and
directed by Grigori Kozintzev will be
shown on Tuesday, Feb. 27.
"The Agony and the Ecstasy" with
Charlton Heston will be presented
Sunday March 4 for free. On Tuesday, March 13, "Forbidden Games",
a moving film about how children
react to war will be shown for free.

COMING SOON:

Barnalle's Second Semester Specials At The NAUT!!

1434 POST ROAD —FAIRFIELD. CONN. 06430

Do you need Xerox Copies?
COPY COSTS AS LOW AS

JX&*

3*
Post Road
Xerographic* 1275
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
Xeroqraphio 203/255-4517
Hours-Mon-Fri. 8:30-5:30
Xerographic* in the Fairfield Brickwalk'

TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION OF HEAD GEAR IN •
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS AND TAPES •

hair quarters

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB.
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
57UNQUOWARD.

255-1838
,U

FAIRFIELD
*"**
(Near Community Theatre)

*°

uni-sex hair stylists
Hours
Mon.-Sat ;
10-6 |j

113 post rd. fairfield
Linda, Cathy, Donna, Qerrie & Sue

255-1281
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Editorials
"The Challenge Ahead
for Jimmy Connolly"
So you've made it to the top. You're a hot-shot, the student
President, the elected leader of 2700 students. The other day you
received 544 votes in an election which was not really all that
close. What shall you do now that it counts? Perhaps you're not
too sure yourself.
You made lots of campaign promises. We'll expect you to keep
them. You want to start a campus deli, which we don't see as
necessary, but you did not address the vandalism issue, which
we see as absolutely critical. Will you keep your priorities the
same, or re-examine them?
You've proven yourself articulate, something unusual for a
F.U.S.A. President. Will you use your ability to express yourself to
make clear the goals of your government; or merely to create hot
air on WVOF's "Full House"? Your administration shall be
effective only as far as it realizes what it says it shall do. Make
yourself clear from the start.
When choosing a cabinet, create a harmonious blend of
personalities in the F.U.S.A. office. History indicates that politics
among the politicos themselves reduces the efficiency of the
administration. Keep the infighting in your own house to a
minimum; it pays off in the end.
More is expected of you than you probably realize, but stay
away from the facile issues; stick to the important things. The
bottom line for you, or any other campus leader, really, is
whether or not you can improve the quality of the average
student's life here, by providing positive entertainment,
legislation, social programs, and accessibility to political power
for those who desire it. Only a leader can do these things; as a
leader, you have no choice but to attempt them. We expect you to
do an excellent job.

Not Just
Another Committee
There are cultural analysts about these days who would go as
far as to call the Seventies the "me" decade. Unprecedented
nationwide interest in Transcendental Meditation, est, health
foods, and personal actualization, as well, say these analysts,
indicate that Americans are becoming increasingly self-absorbed
and privatist. Perhaps these observations have some merit. Yet a
movement is currently on campus which belies any blanket
characterization of the degree to which public activity appeals to
people: the Committee for Campus Life, formed to raise the level
of student consciousness regarding what dorm life should
resemble, is not just another committee.
The CCL was created by a small group of students who had
become tired of the plummeting quality of student life. Under the
direction of Father Paul Carrier, S.J., of the Campus Ministry, the
CCL members have already taken their message to the dorms,
the administrators, the faculty, and even the Trustees. No doubt
their ambitious program has encountered some scepticism, but
we would counsel all who meet the CCL members to lend their
unqualified support.
What does the program call for? Basically it is a call to review
disciplinary procedures, dorm council involvement, housemaster
programs, the admission procedure which fails to require a
personal interview, and the lack of a network of personal
psychological referral services.
The question underlying the activities of the CCL is this: will it
succeed? Will a small group of humanistic go-getters make a
difference in how this campus works?
No, not by themselves. However, with the support of the
majority of the students, administrators, and faculty—who can
help by signing the circulating CCL petition and wearing the red
and white "I Care button"—the-CCL shall easily make a
difference.

Boos
Boos to: Boo of the Week. . . gonna give you
this one right off the bat. . to the depressing
lack of letters to the editor in the Mirror's Campus mailbox. . . we know you have a lot to say,
why not tell us about it?. . . the only things that
find their way to the box are the expelled
cigarettes and chewing gum wads of the
various Holden Caulfields on campus. . write
and tell us what you think of the new F.U.S.A.
President. . boos to whoever is taking so long
finding a successor to Dean Rinaldi. . . why not
have that Search Committee do a little work for
a change?. . . once again, a boo to that helicopter.. . latest word is that the pilot is smuggling
black market LSATs and MCATs to the cutthroat aspiring professionals on campus . . . drops them by parachute onto an open
field near the pond. . . then creates a racket on
the intramural field for a diversion. . the Mirror's investigative staff is hard at work on the
case. . check this column next week for the
latest update. . by the way, it's not the Unknown Candidate flying the thing, either. . he
flies exclusively by Lear Jet. . to the commuters who didn't vote last week... get with it,
folks...to those who didn't get Snow Ball
dates yet. . better hustle or you'll end up a
lonely Stag. . to Vic Damone, for writing to
this column about a misspelling that appeared
two weeks ago. . . you're late, Vic we corrected
it last week . .to the Baseball Team for buying
two hours worth of beer, for a four hour
Oakroom.

Cheers
Cheers to: To the campus leader who instituted the Committee on Commencement Activities . . . good to see somebody interested in
improving the format for the biggest day of all
for seniors. . .to WVOF for holding hoop practice for the upcoming WVOF-Mirror basketball
game. . the way those Mirror hotshots play,
they'll need the practice. . early odds list the
paper as a three-point favorite. . . extension
533 or 534 for the latest line. . .cheers to the
hustle it must have taken to whip the Rec
Center into shape so fast. . nice to be able to
catch a hot shower after a rousing game of racquetball. . let's get that pool open! . .to Dr.
Arthur Anderson for talking about his book
tonight in the Nursing Wing Auditorium . . . drop
by and learn something. , to SEC for coming
up with another fine concert: the Good Rats
and Southside Johnny on March 3. . . nerd
status is automatically accprded those who
miss these two fine bands. . let's make it a
sellout... to the hoop team for playing poker to
win against Army last week . catch the game
tonight against Hofstra. . .Stags have Notre
Dame running scared, .'.to the new F.U.S.A.
President. . congratulations and good luck on
what should be a great term . . just don't mess
with this column. . to all those companies hiring Fairfield seniors. . good to see all your
taste isn't in your mouth. . to Mark Young for
moving into second place on the all-time Stag
scoring list. . .guy's got talent. . .Cheer of the
Week to Chris Lobdell Sinagulia and Special
Events for bringing Malcolm Miller to speak
here yesterday. . there's culture to be found
here if you look for it. . .
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Opinion & Comment
BULLETS

By Sherwin "Woody" Collins

So now it's all over, right? You worked hard
and talked fast. You've got that job you're so
confident has been done wrong in the past.
Now you can procede to right all the wrongs
that have happened to the students, turn the
administration around and improve the attitude _
of the students. It's going to be so easy
because you've been practicing in your head
what you have to do. You planned it and campaigned on it.
Well forget it. It's not going to be easy, but it
can be done. The job of FUSA president is going to take some hard work. There will be the
need for a little effort, not just talk. A little planning ahead of time, but not for too long.
It is a job and should be treated as such. The
fun will come in doing it right.
There are no wrongs to right, just
misunderstandings between the students and
others, that need to be straightened out. You
are not going to affect the administration by
talking off the top of your head with what
"sounds" good. The administration wants
facts, and proof that the ideas will work and
why it is good for the students. In other words a
little work is in order.
You've got the job and the title. Now back up
what you say. The ideas are great if they can
be done. So you need competent people to do
them right. Don't bring in all your friends. Don't
tell someone not to help because you don't
know them. It's good to have someone you
know and trust, but when they screw up can

you tell them to get lost? I doubt it. So have
open applications for some of the jobs. Even
though SEC should be passed to someone who
knows the job, the rest don't have to be. Give
one job to a person so that it gets done right.
Then you've gotten kids involved and accomplished your purpose. It's proof you're not
building a clique, it's way to prove you're trying
to.get everyone involved, not just mouthing
words, and it gives those qualified a chance at
working in 'their' student government. Don't go
through the motions, really do it.
Set up task forces to handle a job. You
should use those students who applied to help
you solve the problems. A fresh view and not a
parrot of your own might help with these problems.
Use the other candidate ideas. It won't hurt
you, just help the students. If it's good then try
it. Set up committees made up of the club officers to help you manage the clubs. Then you
have the clubs, their ideas and people available
to help. You can help them run events and
manage their money, not hoard it or waste it.
Use FUSA to help the sports clubs programs.
Since they are doing it for the fun of it, help
them do it better.
And just out of respect for the students, set
up an efficient, quick method of finding out the
student wishes for everything from concerts to
new rules to raising the tuition.
You have the job. Now try to use what is
there and what is available plus something
original to make the students optimistic not
pessimistic, about the FUSA. Now do it.

New Age On Horizon
Dear Thoreay,
The other day I was listening to the radio
when the news came on, but instead of changing stations, like I usually do, I stopped.
Something had mesmerized me; I continued to
listen. The item which held me in suspense was
the announcement of the Senate's investigation of cults. In a nation where tyrannical McCarthyism ravaged but twenty years ago the
prospects of any sort of governmental investigation into such affairs causes me much
concern. Will this vent the smouldering coals of
superstition and fanaticism? "Don't be so
dramatic," echoes my reason. Is man always
reasonable? Am I truly being dramatic and discountion my sensibilities? No! Government officials are elected by the people. Government
officials are representatives of the people. Let
us look at ourselves—the people. A nation
whose number one T.V. program is the show
"Happy Days." A nation whose "prime time" is
filled with such distortions of the mind as "The
Hulk," "Spiderman," and "Wonderwoman." A
nation whose patron saint is St. Narcissus. A
nation of reasonable people unreasonably
polluting their water in some heroic attempt at
the Anmerican Dream—The American Myth. A
nation of Babbitts and George Apleys whose
preoccupations, as evidenced by the pandering media, is one of comfort and sensuality.
Foot, you say! Perhaps I am, but Nowhere men
still scurry, like some squirrels on a wheel,
round and round the carousel of government.
Who can guarantee me that another Wilbur
Mills won't be in charge of this cult investigation? Wilbur Mills, norotious alcholic and
whorer, was one of our highest officials in Congress—elected officials. How many like Wilbur
Mills are in our Congress? Have faith in government. Too bad I'm so literate.
The investigations will be conducted by
government officials. What do government officials know of the spiritual renaissance which
is beginning to manifest itself on our planet.
The New Age is on the horizon. The status-quo
has always suppressed that which it does not
see. The Pharisees and the Catholics are well
known examples—the Inquisition and crucifixion. Remember the well meaning investigations
of the reputable Pharisees or the enlightened
pursuit of the Inquisition. Both stem from the incarnation of the great Christos. The result of
the Crucifixion has been one of the key factors
on Western History. It all began with a Pharisee
investigation. Christianity did not spread
among then intellectuals of the Master's daythey knew too much—everyone knew too
much. What could some heretic carpenter
have to offer? The carpenter was the Incarnate
Christos. The New Age is beginning to gather
awesome momentum. There are 20,000
organizations and communities consciously
striving to bring on the New Age. An age of
Love and Service. Remember that it took centuries for Christianity to find converts in the socalled intellectual and political ruling classes.
Centuries for something that we take for
granted; maybe its not too different now. Think
of the persecution and fanaticism which reigned against the Christians in the interim which

preceded its acceptance. All the fanaticism
and persecution was officially sanctioned.
A people who know nothing of the New Age
will elect people who know nothing of the New
Age. Those who know nothing of the New Age
will come to pass judgement on the New Age,
while the populace washes its hands. History
repeats itself. Let us build a Pontius Pilate
monument in honor or our dead conscience.
Let us play "Nowhere Man" on every radio and
in every dentist's office until we understand
what is being pointed out. Will you be the shopkeeper too busy to notice that the Christos has
walked into your town? Will you scurry and hide
like rats in the darkness of ignorance? Can't
you even see the possibility? Consciousness is
our greatest weapon against the onslaught of
ignorance.
The Guyana incident was sad, but please let
us not meander toward a serious error. The
New Age is on the horizon. Some will listen and
hear nothing; since they hear nothing they will
assume that it is nothing. Get the wax out of
your ears. Guyana was played up in every part
of the country—America got something to talk
about. The theatrical newspapers and television have wrung every drop of excitement from
the incident. How many concepts have already
been formed? Remember Sacco and Venzetti!
How many have not really bothered to fathom
the excruciating incident, but instead having
dealt with it in time to the baseball scores? A
nation of factory religions were humility and
devotion are weighed on the barterer's scale.The one-hour-a-week religions are in abomination. Sure, many are devoted to the Father;
thank you for your presence on the planet. But
that is not the general rule no matter how many
churches, encircled by well-kept lawns, I see.
The Middle Class is renowned for its blindness.
Bourgeoise, a word which sends waves of
disgust into a man's stomach because it is a
synonym for a complaisant and doddering
state of mind. The Middle Class and Nauseaapple pie and Chevrolet. Long live the counterculture! Not the counter-culture as an extension of the hippies or freaks, but the counterculture who lives for the values set by the
highest masters-Master Jesus is but one. A
movement of warmth and caring is beginning
to emerge from the slime of our culture. Like
the symbolic lotus flower the movement rises
from mud and will attain admirable beauty
under the Father's hand, naturally. As the
Lotus flower has done for milleniums. Please
don't kill our flower.
For a forest to be green each tree must be
green. Individuals have banded together to bring peace and love into their lives and ultimately our lives. The government has long been
known for its bureaucracy. To expedite matters
it will come to some "efficient" definition of
"cult." Since no definition is perfect some will
suffer. How many have suffered at the hands of
justice? How many will suffer at the hands of
justice?
Theos Agape Estin
Andrew Cimmino

No Room For Amateurs
By Paul X Tavino .
Lately, we've been hearing about too much
drinking and destruction on the college campuses. Frankly, I think the violence is no more
or less than it to/as four years ago when my
class first invaded this intellectual DMZ. I maintain that a bunch of highly critized (and rightfully so) administrators are trying to hide behind
vandalism to mask their own inefficiencies. For
example, what would Schimpf be doing, if he
couldn't brag about vandals all the time? That's
right, he'd be called onto the carpet for poor
maintenance, cold showers, moldy bathrooms,
and outrageous fees.
This is not to say I condone the present butchery of buildings. However, what can one expect when fifty frolicking freshmen are stored
on one crowded floor? The answer is chaos,
always has been, always will be. The extent of
the ruination is determined by many factors,
but immediately determined by policies set by
the school. Perhaps we should start looking at
the "Papal Concessions" handed down to the
student body in the form of regulated policy,
and attempt to discern what is not working, and
why. I personally do not know. I personally do
not care. Such affairs are not my job. Let the
brats tear Bellarmine down brick by brick after
graduation, for all I'm concerned.
What worries me, is my chance of survival. It
used to be that the worst floor on campus was
my own alma-mater, Gonzaga III. We had a certain pride and primitivism back then. Sixty four
windows were broken in two semeters, a
record even Loyola has not busted. (Although I
am sure they are giving it their best
efforts).However, our windows were normally
shattered via a hand or deflected hockey puck.
The only deviation from this pattern that I can

remember was during the First Annual G-3 Keg
Klassic, when one intrepid golfer sliced far to
the left on the dog leg in the hall. Nowadays,
kids are using anything; stereos, vending
machines, or a convenient face. Such bulky
items are usually easier to spot on the way
down, but harder to dodge.
Urinals were know to be blown up, but never
while in use. Certainly we ruined the rugs, but
that was with beer. (Back then we used to drink
it, but now it is fashionable just to handle it).
When the Third Annual Beanfest was held, the
carpet took an additional beating. We were
charged for it, and nothing was done with it; i.e.
cleaning. On rainy, humid days, the place was
a bit gamey, wo we tried to clean it ourselves.
Unfortunately, it caught on fire. We were
charged again. The rug remains, and the
money has gone. At least these days, the
students are getting their moneys worth.
I guess the only thing that has really
changedin Dorm life, is the terminology. What
used to be called Dorm Damage is now termed
destruction or vandalism. I do- not care who
uses what vocabulary, the definition is clear:
Something is wrong. The fact that both sides
have let things go this far indicates an incredible amount of stupidity on the part of both student and administrator. Any faculty member
hiding his/her head in the sand is a fool too.
There is the potential at this College of Clowns
for great things to happen. At the present level
of Stagnation, it is all we can do to hold ground.
Everytime I park my car here, I wonder what
will be left of it after fifth. I guess I fear falling
students.
That is another point: There is no room for
amateurs in the world of hallucinogens and liquor.

Letters
Transfer Students
Deserve Attention

that the "students probably felt that it would be
boring-just listening to speeches. I guess I
didn't stress that it was to be informal, students
were there just there to answer questions, not
tolecture or anything. Mrs. Samway is going to
send out letters asking them why they didn't attend, and to ask them if they had any suggestions for future programs for the transfers."
Kim's attempt to put into action an idea that
most people would have thought was great, but
would never have done anything is to be commended. We need more people who are willing
to take the time to make life here at Fairfield a
little better. Kim feels that "The presidents and
directors of the clubs and organizations are
more than willing to have people join their
groups. People coming in at the middle of the
year, when most people are settled down with
their schedules and friends, find it difficult to
meet people. Getting out and meeting people,
joining clubs is a good way to get involved."

To the Editor:
Last week an attempt to further develop a
sense of community on campus in the Faculty
Dining Room for all the transfer students who
enrolled in Fairfield University this January.
The idea for this get-together was suggested
by Kim Plumer, '81, a Campion Hall resident.
"Two new transfer students who moved onto
my floor were asking me about clubs on campus. I asked them if they had any orientation.
They said no, they were just given a student
handbook when they asked for information at
Student Services. I wondered why they weren't
given any orientation and I inquired at Student
Services about this matter. I talked to Dean
Samway, who said she didn't realize that
therewere so many transfers this semester; if
she had known there were quite a few, she
Leslie O'Brien
would have organized a social herself. She asked if I was willing to run a program: I agreed I
decided the program was going to be an informal thing; people could just come and go when
they wanted. I wanted to have people representing the clubs be there to answer any questions,and just to meet these new Fairfield U.
students. I got a list of the presidents and directors of the clubs and organizations and asked
them to come or to send a representative.
"Kim sent out 15 invitations to the new
students who had transferred to Fairfield. She
sent the invitations to their home addresses;
. To the Editor:
those students who are living on campus
I would like to address this letter to the
received a hand delivered notice.
Baseaball team, the sponsors of the Saturday
Those attending and representing their club
night post-game Oak Room. I'll begin with giving
or organization last Tuesday night were: Marie
my compliments to Mike Beaudoin and his fellow
Giambalvo, Appalachian Volunteers, Richard
musicians for a fantastic job with the entertainMalek, Canisius Academy, David Hoffman rement. Next, though, I should bring up the propresenting both the Chess and Classics Clubs,
blem concerning the beer. Tons of people were
Kelly Gaffney, College Republicians, Richard
at the Oak Room—as you know—however,
Horoschak, Fencing, Juliia Enterson, Internathere seemed to be a shortage of beer. All right
tional Relations Club, Myron Dytiuk, Russian
so the kegs were limited—that's forgivable—but
Circle, Peter DaSilva, Ski Club, Terry Aloise,
what about all of us stuck with tickets—no beer
S.O.F. Inc., Vinnie O'Brien, FUSA, Cindy Townand no refunds? Ripoff, guys, rip off, and you
.send, Students Nurse Assoc., Kim Plumer,
know it! I'm sure you would have reacted quite
Swim Club, Sheila Deegan and Patti Fay, Y.I.C.,
differently had it happened at some other time
Barbara Coakly, Young Democrats, Diane
when you weren't sponsors. What irks me is the
Pellullo and Kathy Ellis, Women's Softball, Donfact that no one could get their cash back—so
na Miller, Women's Basketball, Carolyn Fette,.
many of you guys involved with Business as
Orientation Committee, and Stephen Paulone,
your majors here—you could never go
representing S.E.C. All the above are to be conanywhere with this in the business world: your
gratulated for their efforts to encourage
name would have been ruined. As it was there
students to become envolved with the extrawere a lot of visitors there Saturday night—made
cirricular activities that are necessary for a
a great impression—so how about thinking once
well rounded college education.
in a while, huh guys?
Of the 15 transfer students invited, only 4 attended, Deirdre Breen, Lisa Napoletano,
Sincerely,
Regina Rocco, and Lisa Corsetti. Kim feels that
Margie Winn
the small display of interest was due to the fact

Baseball Team's
Oakroom a
"Rip Off"
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Cross Sections
THIS WEEKS QUESTION: How Do You Spell Relief?
Compiled by Sharyn Broadbin and Marianne McCarthy — Photos by Don Marron.
mum, in——

CAROL WINTRODE: F-L-O-R-l-D-A

RtCH GARRITY: G-R-A-D-U-A-T-l-O-N

KRISTINE KOENIG: H-EA-T (in my
room)

DORIE SLATER:
A-l-D M-O-N-E-Y

PIERRE BONNEFIL: OFF D-U-T-Y

BILL VAN DECKER: A-C-C-E-P-TA-N-C-E l-N-T-0 M-E-D S-C-H-O-O-L

MARY ANGELA: MIAMI

ANN KEATING: M-A-Y 27th and 120
C-R-E-D-l-T-S

PAT RUIZ: S-U-M-M-E-R

echos across the room. The ritual
was short and sweet. The lifter
shakes his head and moves to another machine. So the ordeal continues. Devout lifters begin to crowd
the room. The Congregation is almost packed.

Alpha Phi
Omega...

But Alpha Phi Omega isn't all
work. They also have many social
events. They've had banquets, and
last fall they had a picnic at Dr.
Barone's house, and a Christmas
party at a member's beach house.
Alpha Phi Omega is the nation's
largest Greek letter fraternity. The

three principles of this organization
are leadership, friendship and service. There are many positions of
responsibility in the group, and opportunities to make friends, but service is their main function.
The officers of Alpha Phi Omega
Continued On Page 9

Sultans of Sweat
by Frank Malinconico
Three days a week a ritual is performed in. the Rec Center. Services
are usually held Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. Night or Day. The routine
is usually the same for the participants. The sacred rituals take
place in a steamy room, which
vaguely resembles an Inquisition
Chamber. It is known as The Weight
Room. The participants pit mind and
body against Iron Machines. For an
hour they become Sultans of Sweat.
At a glance the room looks like a
torture chamber. The twenty or so
lifters look like victims. There is a
silence that adds an aura of
sacredness to this temple. This is
usually followed by a crash of steel
(not the best place to leave your
fingers,). But it is all part of this ritual.
The lifters are here to endure.
To gain entry into this Sacred
Room, you must have a Pin. Not the
kind that holds up diapers, either.
The pin is inserted between the
desired amount of weights that
range from five pounds to a ton. (It all
depends on who you are and where
you come from.) Once the Pin is inserted, the Ritual can begin. Most
participants begin their ordeal on
The Bench. The idea is to lie on yourback on a little stool and move immense bricks of.weight. Veterans
usually do a mind blowing routine
called The Rack. With a grunt and a
lot of yelling they lift the entire pile.
The best Rack Men are the guys
from Bulgaria. (Don't ask me why,
but some say its the way they
scream.) In any case the other lifters
watch in awe as the final crash

Sit-ups-, chin-ups, leg presses, arm
curls are all worked into the ritualistic workout. But after an hour the air
begins to feel a bit heavy and the
lifter's throat feels like straw. But he
continues to endure the punishment,
like an Athlete preparing for the
Olympic Games.
In the corner of the room, the
Veteran is struggling to finish his
workout. He glares at newcomers
through glazed eyes. The newcomers are smiling and seem to
jump into their exercises with a fresh
burst of energy. (Just wait and see
how you feel after an hour the
Veteran seems to say). The newcomers are a sharp contrast to the
Veteran who is gritting his teeth and
holding his side.
Soon it is time to leave. The ritual
is over for the day. One hour and thirContinued On Page 9

by Karen Takach
Do you want to help others and
have fun, too? Do you want to get
more involved in campus activities
and meet new people? Then you
should look into Alpha Phi Omega,
the service fraternity on campus.
Alpha Phi Omega isn't an all-male
group that lives in one house. It is a
national co-ed fraternity, and is fraternal in the sense that they work
and socialize together.
Alpha Phi Omega is very active
both on- and off-campus. In the past
they've run the College Fair in the
gym, given Campus Tours, been involved in the Big Brother-Big Sister
program, painted signs at the Glenmary Mission House and organized a
CPR program. Recent projects have
been helping with the Country Fair
fund-raiser and painting a room at
the Glenmary Mission, helping to set
up and take down the Appalachian
Festival and ushering at the Basketball games.

Iquor Barrel
FAIRFIELD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES

FREE DELIVERY—259-1764
1434 POST ROAD-FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430

cJUnouMcs tde Jkmvad o

MIRO FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield

fAs^f&?
16 ozs.

P-A-R-E-N-T-A-L

PABLO TORRES: SEX D-R-U-G-S
& R-O-C-KN' R-O-L-L

PRATT & WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT GROUP
A division of

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

will be

CAMPUS
February 23
to interview candidates
for attractive opportunities
in HIGH TECHNOLOGY
Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study
requirements

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN

GOOD
SANDWICHES
873TOST RD.
FAIRFIELD

Ottje SCtng CSenrge ulankari
Seerifflug

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$2.59 each or (4) $9.50
S
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Ginny Fazzi. A former student,
returned to Fairfield last Saturday for
the first time since recovering from a
serious automobile accident last
year while going home for the Columbus Day weekend. Her return visit included seeing friends and a tour of
the Rec Center, before attending the
basketball game in the evening. She
was also visited by Fr. Fitzgerald
who along with Mr. Don Cook complimented her and her escorts with
free tickets for the game: Overall,
she enjoyed the day immensly commenting that "it was great to be
back" and hopes to visit again in the
spring.

Everitt Joins Faculty
by Karen Erdos
Fairfield University has a new
faculty member this semester as a
result of a faculty exchange. Mr.
Nicholas Everitt has come to Fairfield from the University of Eastenmglia, in Norwich, England, while
King J. Dykeman has gone there to
teach for the semester. Both men
are professors of Philosophy. The exchange in which they are participating is a voluntary one. By writing

Photo By
Alex Graziano
to an international organization, the
Faculty Exchange Center, each professor requested a country in which
he would like to teach. The results
were compiled into lists and sent out
to the participants. Professor
Dykeman then contacted Everitt and
the exchange was set up.
Presently, Professor Everitt, an
alumnus of both the University of
Cambridge and Oxford, is teaching
two sections of Modern Philosophy
and an upper core section entitled
Problems of Empiricism. At the University of Eastenglia, where he has

been a professor of Philosophy for
the past ten years, Everitt taught
some courses on the philosophy of
mind that are comparable to our
core philosophies, but his concentration is in Hume and the history of
philosophy.
His decision to come to the United
States was based on the fact that
"most of the exciting work in my field
is taking place in America," and also
because he considers America to be
an intellectual center. Everitt compared his coming to the States with
the ninteenth century idea of the
European tour. As was felt then, a
student's education was incomplete
without experiencing Europe, likewise Everitt wanted to see America
first hand to be properly acquainted
with it.
Professor Everitt says he enjoys
teaching at Fairfield, and finds it
"amazingly similar to home" in relation to the student body, the idea of
the core, and the structure of the
university. The University of Eastenglia is a bit larger than Fairfield,
having an enrollment of approximately 4000 students as compared
to the 2700 undergraduates at Fairfield, but he finds the students here
to be "less shy and reserved, and
more inclined to speak out."
He also found comparisons between Fairfield and Eastenglia in the
respect that both have the same problems with the core cirriculum. In
England, there is not only a core of
courses the student must take, but
he must take these subjects first—
before he can go on to take the
courses in his major field of study.
So, where the Fairfield student is required to take Ancient, Medieval, and

Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach
there's going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation
break. And after the sun goes down... well, you know the
effect that moonlight has on a celebration. We can only
hope it won't be a full moon.
Because from Jan. 13 through April 21 we're opening
Nassau and Paradise Island to a wave of American college students. We have reason to believe that wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price:
$269 including air fare and 7 nights hotel.
So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best
of dancing on the beach, water sports and a roaring party.
Beyond that, you're invited to improvise. And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we've made preparations for you. We're going to be ready.
With open arms.

I

B)"MG

501 Madison Avenue
New York. NY. 10022
(212)355-4705
toll free (800) 223-0694

I

INfER'COLLEGIATE
"COLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.

$269
□
D
□
□
D

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.

13-Jan. 20
20-Jan. 27
27-Feb. 3
3-Mar. 10
10-Mar. 17

$319
D
D
□
□
□

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

17-Mar. 24
24-Mar. 31
31-Apr. 7
7-Apr. 14
14-Apr. 21

by Andrew Masini

To Biochemistry I'm carbon chained,
My ankle shackled with a benzene ring.
To breathe formaldehyde is not my thing;
While pithing frogs my bright career hopes wained.
That Physics calls for Calc they have explained,
But for Fall's labs I'll learn the math in Spring.
With finals narrowed down to everything,
My cursing core is well-ingrained.
Despite this though my spirits will not fall,
But might be drained for problems all, they say,
Are sweetly soluble in alcohol,
And vengeance will not let my nerve ends fray
As I turn cushy jobs down one and all,
So I can teach and make my students pay.

Common College Ailments...
by Karen Takach
Dear Dr. Schuebenhaur:
As you know, I have been doing
research on the health of college
students around the country. I have
found various rare ailments and
phenomenon peculiar to only this
group. As I have never seen and
other research done on this, I have
taken the liberty to list the ten most
common ones that I've found; both
naming them and describing them.
1. Beer Bottle Wrist: An unusually
large and muscular wrist,-caused by
a combination of excess chugging,
and hurling beer bottles out of dorm
windows. If the windows were closed
this causes;
2. College Colds: Due to drafts
from broken windows, living on the
beach in the wintertime, or having to
trudge through snow for ten minutes
to class while wearing clogs and a
blazer.
3. Stiff Muscles: Although many
groups have stiff muscles, it usually
doesn't mean every muscle in the
body. This was noticed particularly in
the last school I was at that had just
opened a new Recreation Center; and
people who had never lifted anything

heavier than a notebook began lifting
weights.
4. Empty Pockets: A chronic and
common problem, which can only be
relieved by working in the school
cafeteria or writing one's parents.
5. Selective Deafness: The average student can hear whispers
through closed doors with the stereo
on full volume, but tends to become
deaf when a fire alarm sounds, or a
teacher begins lecturing.
6. Busch Fever: This usually only
begins on a Friday afternoon. After a
student gets out of his last class he
gets a glazed look in his eyes and
begins to run in the direction of any
establishment that serves beer. As
far as I can tell, this is slowly relieved
by the partaking of as much beer as
is humanly possible in as short a time
as possible. This condition tends to
go away by itself around Sunday
morning.
7. Changing Appetites: Students,
oddly lose all appetite when they sit
down to a meal in the cafeteria, leaving most of their food on the tray.
But, after dinner, these same students will quickly run to a local fast
food or snack place and, as they say,
"pig out". This behavior is complete-

YOUR TOTAL RESTAURANT

Scenario
• MAKE YOUR SNOWBALL
RESERVATIONS EARLY

Name
Address

I

Everitt will be teaching at Fairfield
until May. he will remain in this country until October at which time he will
return to England and resume teaching. When asked if he would like to
remain in the United States permanently and teach, Everitt stated
that he had a commitment to return
to Eastenglia, but that he would like
to come back to America sometime
in the future and perhaps teach on
the West Coast.

On Completing Courses

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AT
REASONABLE PRICES

D Sounds good but I'd like to hear more. Send me
your brochure.

State

Professor Everitt also remarked
that he was "impressed by the student newspaper," and said that in
comparison with The Mirror the
paper at home seemed amatuerish.
He was impressed mainly by the professional printing and layout as compared to the student paper in Eastenglia, but he also commented on the
quality of the content.

Photo By
Alex Graziano

RESTAURANT

D Alright! Sounds good! I've checked the week I
want to party and enclosed my $50 deposit.

City
Telephone.

Modern Philosophy, the time at
which they are taken is basically up
to his own discretion. In contrast, the
student at Eastenglia must take one
basic course over two terms (ten
weeks each) at the beginning of his
college'career with all his other required subjects before deciding upon
his major concentration. Everitt also
commented on the fact that he sees
resentment among both sets of students in relation to the core and the
lack of choices in core required
areas.

.Zip.

I

NASSAU&PARADISE ISLAND.
BAHAMAS COLLEGE WEEK.

SUNDAY BRUNCH <3.95
HAPPY HOUR
LATE NIGHT MENU
DINNER THEATER

• Proper Attire •
For Information
& Reservations

Call 2552641

ly incomprehensible to me.
8. Unusually Strong Vocal Chords:
Usually only found in opera singers, I
have now also found this occurrence
in college students. I believe the
cause to be yelling out of dorm windows to either other dorms or to people outside, haven't these students
ever heard of telephones?
9. Chronic "Bags-under-the-eyes":
Not caused by insomnia, as is usual,
but by choosing not to sleep at night.
I have observed that on weeknights
students socialize until late and then
study until later, and on weekends
they "party" the entire night. The only time that I've noticed that they
sleep is in classes or in the library,
which is insufficient for the human
body to function. I think that this is
almost past the stage of being
curable.
10. Confused Attitude Toward Life:
I've observed a general confusion
and listlessness among students
toward what they will do when they
are no longer in college. They don't
know what to do with their lives, and
hope that someone will tell them; but
of course no one will. This can only
be relieved by experience.
Well, I hope that you have found
my work so far to be interesting; for I
feel that its continuation is essential
for the future of mankind. For these
students will be running the country
soon, and we wouldn't want the
country to be run by a bunch of sick
people! I hope that you feel the same
way and will renew my grant in order
that I might continue my research.
Your faithful colleague,
Dr. Katherine Thompson
P.S. The college I'm at presently is
having a dance here next
weekend. Would you like to
come?

BARBER SERVILLE
Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hairstyle Problems

1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

John M. Skutel
Used & Rare.Book Shop

ANTIQUES &
PAINTINGS
45 Unquowa
(near Community
Phone
255-9098

Rd.
Theater)
Open 12-4
Mon.-Sat.
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Arts & Entertainment
Hoe-down in Stag-Her
By Eileen Bergin and Elisa Loprete
All you had to was close your
eyes, and you'd have forgotten that
that you were in a campus pub. Yes,
last Friday night the Stag-Her Inn
'went country', so to speak, with an
old fashioned, down-home, square
dance. Given the fast paced screech
of the fiddle, the urging shouts of the
caller, and the whirling fury of the
first brave participants, the Stag-Her
was no longer recognizable as a
university rathskeller. Indeed, the atmosphere was such, that had a pig
or a chicken wobbled past, few
would have afforded either, a second
glance.
The square dance was sponsored
by the Explorer's Club in cooperation
with the Campus Center staff. The
idea for the event was fairly 'last
minute', so that arrangements were
made on quite short notice, being

handled primarily by the Campus
Center. Had there been more time
the affair might have emerged on a
much grander scale. ("We'll look forward to seeing the possibility investigated in the future.)
A square dance would be impossible without proper motivation and instruction, which brings us to a group
of four gentlemen known as Culver
Griffin and the Farm Hands. Culver
led the do-si-doin' and prominadin'
as caller, while the other members of
the quartet set the frantic tempo for
the square dancers. All four members of the group are from Fairfield
County. They play throughout New
England, New York and New Jersey.
For the most part, however, they
entertain in their home state. Each
considers the square dance business' a hobby. As Culver said, "We
play for fun." Mr. Griffin also noticed
that their 'fun' music knows no age

limits.
"We
play
for
all
ages—everyone from Brownies to
Grandads."
Anyone who attended this HoeDown on Friday can say for sure that
Culver Griffin and the Farm Hands
know how to play for college kids.
The audience in general was delighted just with the division. How often
do we get to go foot stompin', toe
tappin' wild at the Stag-Her Inn while
clad in straw hats dancing an Eight
Hands Round?
The square dance was—what I
won't hesitate to call—wholesome
fun. It was different, highly entertaining and a much more fun way to pass
a Friday evening that the usual 'cattle drive' to the Naut. I'm all for doing
it again—and doing it up with more
people, a more spacious location
etc. Many thanks and congrat's to
the Explorer's and the Campus
Center for one 'mighty fun shin dig.'

Nobel Prize Winner

By Roberto Aponte

On Wednesday February 21, The
People's Forum at Fairfield University will be presenting a guest speaker
that will no doubt fill the Campus Oak
Room to capacity. The speaker will
be Betty Williams, co-winner of the
1976 Nobel Peace Prize for her efforts in organizing a broad-based
movement to end the violence between Roman Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland.
The topic of the presentation is
"Can there be Peace in Northern
Ireland?" The discussion will probably not stay on Northern Ireland,
because Mrs. Williams is a supporter
of peace and non-violence all over
the world, not just in Northern
Ireland. She has a dream of building
a just and peaceful society, a dream
a lot like the one that Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. had. As a matter of
fact Mrs. Williams has played over
and over the record of Dr. King's "I
have a dream" speech,, saying
"King led the people in a movement
of non violence. "That is the idea
that had helped her movement to be
the succes that it was in Ireland, nonviolence!
Now Mrs. Williams makes her way
to the United States to speak at a few
Catholic Universities about her
peace movement. And one may ask
what motivates this woman to try and
bring peace to an area that lives
each day in war and hatred. Well for
starters, Betty WilliamsJs a Catholic
married to an English Protestant in a
place where many on both sides consider mixed marriages to be almost
treasonous. Secondly, her father is a
Protestant her mother a Catholic,
and one grandfather a Polish Jew.
One can see where Mrs. Williams
has been somewhat conditioned to

Playhouse
Preview
By Carolyn Vermont
"Death of a Salesman", the fourth
of five plays done by the Playhouse
this year, will be featured February
22-24 and March 1-3, beginning at
8:30.
This play will definitely be a success due to the hard work of the
cast, producer and director. Three of
our University students have managed, despite their committments to
their class work, to be an integral
part of the cast. They are Trevor
Brown, Fred Mascolo and Ginnie
Smith. Another cast member who
belongs to the University is George
Lang. Mr. Lang is a math professor.
Eleanor Correnty is the producer.
David Rosenberg is the director.
Together they have managed to put
together a great play to present to
you, the audience.

Culver Griffin and The Farm Hands entertained kids in the Stag-Her, last
Friday night. Much do-si-doin' and prominadin' took place, and a good
time was had by all who attended.

w
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Betty Williams will speak in the Oak Room on February 21st —8:00
P.M. — she will lecture on the concept of World Peace, and highligh the
situation in Northern Ireland. It should prove to be one of the best
Special Events this year.. .don't miss it.
(Photo by Betty Williams)
hatred and is probably fed up with it
by now.
Fairfield University consider
yourself luckey in having such a
great person speaking on your campus. Of course, congratulations are
in order for the Public Relations
department who at first had trouble
finding a People's Forum speaker,
and after a lot of hard work and some

good fortune were able to come up
with Mrs. Williams. So everyone here
interested in world-wide peace (as
everyone should be this being a
Christian community) should take the
time out to go and listen to Betty
Williams. The date again is Wednesday February 21, at 8:00 in the Campus Center Oak Room, and admission is free.
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Post Game Party
by Elisa Loprete & Eileen Bergin
As the final buzzer sounded the
Fairfield Stags defeated Army by a
landslide. A red blur stampeded from
the bleachers, as we proceeded to
make a bee-line for the Oakroom
— ready to party. A line was already
forming ten minutes before the game
ended to hear the familiar sounds of
the "Southbound Blues Band". The
post-game dance was sponsered by
the Baseball Team. Admission was
$1.50 and beer was available for the
thirsty Stagmaniacs.
The "Southbound Blues Band",
originally a Gonzaga Band, consists
of some talented musicians; Augie
Sodora, Chris Porterfield, Marty McCann, Michael Beaudoin, and Kevin
McColgan. Chris, a newcomer to the
band, has been playing electric
guitar for the past six years. Previously sound technician for the

group he claims that he is "happy to
play for guys that know what they're
doing." Augie, from Saddle-River,
New Jersey, is the drummer for the
group. He is currently a freshman at
Fairfield. Marty has been playing on
and off since seventh grade — that
is, whenever his brother had a guitar.
He progressed to electric here at
Fairfield where he is currently a
junior from Lindcroft, New Jersey
This is Kevin's sixth band, from
Mapleshade, New Jersey, he has
been playing guitar for five years.
Michael, a senior at Fairfield, is leaving the band with the coming of
baseball season and graduation.
The crowd was highly entertained
with the "Southbound Blues Band"
renditions of tunes from performers
like The Grateful Dead, Van Morrison, Beatles, Bobby Darrin, and
Warren Zevon. The Oakroom's large

78 Album Poll

Sultans of Sweat

The Mirror and WVOF are proud to
present the second annual Fairfield
University Student's Album Survey.
Just send a list of your five favorite
albums of 1978, along with your
name and box number, to the Mirror
Box in the Campus Center. The results will be published in next week's
Mirror, and three entrants will be the
winners of record albums provided
by WVOF.
Last year's poll produced some
surprising results. Despite the fact
that Fleetwood Mac's Rumours was
the best selling album of the year,
Steely Dan's Aja topped the survey.
Debut albums by Elvis Costello and
Meat Loaf did well, and they've gone
on to become two of the hottest acts
in the business. Who knows what this
year's poll has in store? But remember, we need your ballot to make this
poll truly reflect the Student's taste.
So get your entry in today! The
deadline is this Saturday, the 17th.

Continued From Page 6
ty minutes: not a bad workout for an
afternoon. The tired Veteran files
past the newcomers. He hobbles
across the room. His feet point one
way but his body seems to have
other plans. He accidently steps on
someones face while walking past
the sit-up bench. He has finished another workout, and his legs feel like
jelly. But he still has three flights of
steps to conquer before he reaches
his room. (It's great to get back into
shape the Veteran mumbles as he
stumbles out the door. I hope that
pop I heard in my shoulder will be
gone by Friday. . . Maybe I should
try volleyball.. . .

Coins & Stamps
Bought - Sold - Appraised

VILLAGE COIN SHOPPEl
1560 Post Road, 255-4920

Calendar of Events

attendance proved to be unexpected
when the beer ran out before 12
o'clock. The Baseball Team got a
bum-steer on the number of kegs to
obtain, affecting a shortage, which
dwindled to a total absence of brew.
Despite the fact that there had been
no liquid refreshments for over an
hour, we'd like to note, and it's a
tribute to the "Southbound Blues
Band" that there was still a good
sized crowd at the finale, an appreciative audience who demanded
and received an encore.
This campus band had a talent
best noted for its quality. As Marty
McCann stated, "since our kind of
music is pretty much abused around
here we play with an aesthetic approach." It was a real fun way to
celebrate another Stag victory.
Thanks to the Baseball Team, and a
great band. We love ya all!

MOVIES:
2/15 & 2/16 —"/*// The Presidents Men"—7:30 P.M., Gonzaga
Auditorium, $1.00.
2120—"The Two of Us
3:30 & 7:30, Gonzaga Auditorium— $1.00

LECTURE:
Tonight: Dr. Arthur L. Anderson talks about his book Divided We
Stand, at 7:30 in the Nursing Wing Auditorium. Admission is free.
2/21 —"Can there be Peace in Northern Ireland?"—A lecture by
Betty Williams, Oak Room, 8:30 P.M., Admission is free.

DANCES:
2/16 — Mardi Gras, Pip and Guy Gillette, Cafeteria, 9:00-1:00,
tickets are on sale now in the Campus Center, $3.99.
2/23 — Snowball—The "Geoffrey Crayon Gentlemen" will play
from 9:00-1:00, mixers will be provided for B.Y.O.B.

PLAYHOUSE:
2122 —Death of A Salesman—8:30 P.M.—For information and
reservations call 255-5411, Ext. 204 or 671 after 3:00 P.M.

Todays Theater
by David Lancaster
Play: The Fawn (A play in one act) by
Woody Allen.
Plot Summary: The curtain rises to
show a dainty fawn lazily chewing
on some rich green grass. The
fawn starts coughing however and
soon drops dead.
Critical Commentary: Though this
play lacks characterization, its exciting plot meaningful symbolism
has rendered audiences spellbound and critics stunned (who
still can't get over how this play
got started in the first place).
Besides his incessant complaining about having to wear a fawn
costume, Gudfried Kleintwirst
gives another brilliant acting performance. This play is highly recommended for Accounting majors, and Nursing students might
also find it entertaining.
*Note to the Reader—Symbolizes
either the American Industrial
Society's devastation and pollution of the econatural system or is
simply a story about a sick fawn
who starts coughing and drops
dead.
Play: £asr Side Story by Rudy Baskar
Plot Summary: The scene opens in
a place not unlike certain parts of

Cleveland. Two aging homosexuals are mugged by a gang of existensialist Puerto Ricans who
leave them ravaged. Answering
their cries of healp, a bearded
policeman rushes to the scene
carrying loaves of unleavened
bread. Seeing their pitiful condition he proceeds to give them
each a slice of bread. After
devouring the bread they both
start belching uncontrollably and
begin to hurl insults at the flabbergasted policeman. Disgusted
he leaves in a huff. As he turns
away, however, they notice his
identification tag spells the name
"Godot". The two realize their
mistake and follow him for two
blocks saying how sorry they were
for insulting him and could they
please have another slice of bread
or perhaps a dime for a cup of coffee. The curtain closes.
Critical Commentary: Once again
Baskar comes up with another
controversial play. Unfortunately,
it ceases to be entertaining, and
left one viewer totally disgusted as
i over heard him say, "God, that
stunk." Many other respected
critics view this play as a momentous achievement and one step

further towards understanding the
effects of food preservatives on
the human body. Many others feel
that this is too loose and interpretation and believe that it is an
excellent interpretation of the
basic moral conflict between
Christianity and insurance companies. The debate continues.
This play is recommended for
political science majors or foreign
exchange students.

STUDENTS
MARCH
FOR LIFE
Continued From Page 3
gave the opening invocation at the
March of Life. Sen. Jesse Helms
(R.N.C.) said to the assembled prolifers: "all we are saying is give life a
chance" and "we will never agree to
any compromise use of taxpayers
funds" for abortions. Other speakers
included Miss Nellie Grey, President
of the March for Life Committee, and
Congressman Ron Paul (R..Texas),
Eugene Atkinson (R.Pa.), and Robert
Dornan (R.,Calif.). Dornan expressed
the sentiments of those assembled
by declaring: "We're here to stop the
abuse of children, and abuse that is
always fatal."
The March for Life Board sent a
"Declaration of Grievances, 1979"
to President Carter, calling his administration's position on "the most
fundamental of all human rights, the
right to life" and "unrelieved series
of betrayals and hypocracy." The
declaration noted that Carter opposed a human life amendment, appointed pro-abortionists to key positions in his administration and supported the so-called "reproductive
freedom" proposals of the International Women's Year.

lie's Plus:
Wedding Cake
For That Once In A Lifetime
Choose From
A Beautiful
Display In
Our Exclusive

WEDDING
CAKE
SHOWROOM

it's free checking
plus a whole lot more.

"All Baking Done on Premises
4090 No. Main St., Bpt.
Open 7 Dayi
Tel. 374-4225 374-9281
Til 8 P.M.

Alpha Phi
Omega...
Continued From Page 6

Personal Banking Made Easy

APPOINTMENTS
APPRECIATED

Italian Continental Mini-Pastries

Each representative was sent a
dozen roses by the National Right to
Life Committee to symbolize the
campaign for the lives of the unborn.
The expense was covered through
donations to the Right to Life Committee.

BLACK ROCK TPKE. 579-7059
1940 Black Rock Tpke., Fairfield
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3
Friday 9-8; Saturday, 9-12
'Teller Service Mon-Thurs, 3-4:30

FAIRFIELD 579-7099
Post Rd & So. Benson Rd., Ffld.
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3;
Friday 9-8; Saturday, 9-12
•Teller Service Mon-Thurs, 3-4:30
Member FDIC

m

are John McCarthy as President,
Gene Devaney as Social VicePresident, Anne Boardman as Service Vice-President, and Debbie Lemmen as Membership Vice-President.
Also, Gigi Byron is Treasurer, Paul
Oranjes is the Historian, Neil Wright
is in charge of publicity and Kathy
Kilduff, Dorothy Hawkins and Sue
Spadt are the Secretaries.
Signs are going to be posted in the
near future to inform any interested
students of a meeting for prosepective members. If you want any additional information, you can contact
any of the officers or write to Box S.
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Athletes(s) of the Week
By Chris Byrd
The recent Army basketball game
was a must game. The sea of red
that surrounded the court in the form
of napkins and costumes was witness to this fact. Stag pride was in
full bloom. Luckily, two basketball
players by the names of DeSantis
and Young do great things for the
color red. In this instance wearing it
on their backs, they turned in clutch
performances to lead the Stags to a
convincing 100-82 win over the
Cadets of West Point. These performances have earned them the
.distinction of Co-Athletes of the
'week.
Young scored 34 points and controlled the Army big men rather handidly. DeSantis had 25 and dished
out 11 assists, far outclassing the
Cadet backcourt ment.
A previous winner, Joey D. took
the honor in stride. Young didn't
however saying, "I'm shocked." Giv-

ing credit to his teammates, he continued, "I'm glad we won. Everybody
played very well. It was a whole team
effort."
The two top scorers in the
school's history were asked what
they thought of each other's games.
Young responded, "Joey played a
super game as he usually does,
passing and scoring and making no
mistakes." Joey added, "We look for
each other. When he's hitting inside,
it opens it up for me. We compliment
each other."
Questioned as to if the Stags can
continue to play like they did against
Army, DeSantis commented, "We
more or less have to." There is one
thing this reporter can state with a
degree of certitude: if DeSantis and
Young play like they did Saturday
night, one can expect them in the
running for a spot in the E.C.A.C.
playoffs. However, if Fairfield were
to lose one of these stars, the loss
would be fatal.
Joey DeSantis and Mark Young (partially hidden) trigger Fairfield's fast break Saturday night against the
Cadets from West Point. DeSantis (25 pts., 11 assists) and Young (34 pts. 8 rebounds) have been named
Mirror Co-Athletes of the Week.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)

Kevin Donovan

Skaters Bow to Trinity

View From The Crowd

By Patrick Reap

By Kevin Donovan

The march has begun, the Stags
have finally clicked. They've Steamrolled over a very good Army team,
amassing one hundred points. And
Army's pride is its defense. They've
won their fourth in a row; and if this
continues, they might just blast their
way right into some post-season
competition. This is what everyone
has been waiting for; and now it has
arrived.
The Stag gym played a key role in
Saturday's rout. The boys from Army
may never see the likes of such a
combat zone again. These guys,
trained and disciplined to think rationally, collapsed under fire from the
Fairfield fans. St. Peter's comes here
this Saturday and Boston College the
next week. Now, if our nation's representatives from West Pont folded,
imagine what those two teams will
do.
Some fans may have criticized
Coach Barakat for leaving in his
starters nearly to the games end. He
had to do it. Fairfield stands in a position now where they not only have to
win—but must do so impressively.
Army is very good; they .lost by only
two points at Holy Cross. In beating a
team this badly, Barakat was really
.aiming at influencing the members of
the ECAC committee. These people
will decide if Fairfield's season shall
continue into March. It may not have
seemed sportsmanlike to try and
build on a twenty point lead with a
minute or so left. But, right now Fairfield needs every point they can get.
The only blight in the Army game

was a person who sat the bench
wearing a suit and not a uniform,
Hank Foster. Hank is gone, at least
for this season. Whether or not he remains ts for him to decide. Foster, to
use the proper term, has become
"academically ineligible." He now
must get his marks up to play next
semester. Hopefully he shall and
nobody will have to worry about seeing him in any other uniform,
especially a scarlet one.
Joe Nelson took over Foster's
spot at forward; and performed
capably. He is not yet the offensive
threat that Foster represented. But,
his style of play has cast him as one
of the crowds favorites. Nelson ignites the fans as well as the Stags
whenever he blocks a shot or grabs a
rebound. Now with Hank out, the
pressure shifts to Nelson. The door
has been opened to him; it will be interesting to see how he performs.
The big thing, of course, is the
playoffs. The possibilities in New
England have not brightened. Boston
University, originally counted among
the have-nots, sit now in a very nice
position. They remain ahead of Fairfield in the standings; and have upset
Rhode Island. B.U. has a fairly easy
home schedule left; and lest we
forget they beat Fairfield in "one of
those games." So, the Stags must
keep winning and hope for the best.
All the playoff talk centers around
the New England E.C.A.C. tournament. But, the N.I.T. field has been
expanded from 14 to 24 teams. If
Fairfield finished with an 18 and 8
record, they'd be highly considered
for this tournament. They're hot now,
and it should continue.

Alpine Club
On The Move

Trinity's ice hockey team and a
broken-down bus kept Fairfield's
skaters out of the win column last
week. The Stags were edged 3-1 last
Wednesday by the Polar Bears from
Trinity, and had Fridays encounter
with Worcester State cancelled

because of problems with the team
bus. Last night, Fairfield hosted
Wesleyan University at Wonderland
of Ice in Bridgeport.
Trinity scored a goal in each period, while Fairfield's only score came
in the first twenty minutes on a Mike
Dowd unassisted goal. Goalie Don
Maida played superbly, turning away

34 Polar Bear shots. Center A.J.
O'Brien stated, "Don was excellent
all night, and really kept us in the
game.
Nichols College will visit Wonderland this Saturay for a Division III
encounter with the Stags, who are
still trying to find their sixth victory
against twelve defeats.

Fairfield Wine
and Liquor
1431 Post Road, Fairfield, Conn.

259-9537
«

FEBRUARY WINE
SPECIALS
-GALLO

<
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CO

CHABLIS BLANC
RHINE WINE
PINK CHABLIS
RED ROSE'
HEARTY BURGANDY
750 ML. Reg. $2.09

1.5 LITER Reg $3.99

ONLY$1.97 ONLY$3.71
PARMA
JUG WINE
RED, WHITE, ROSE'
$

By Kim Plumer
Can you ski? I can't, but I'm learning. Joining the Alpine Club is a beginning for anyone interested. The
club consists of students of all levels.
Every Thursday, until March 1, we
set out for a fun night of skiing at
Sundown, Mt. Southington, or Big
Birch. The Ski team has practice
while club members and non-members ski the slopes. We also have excursions on Fridays and Saturdays to
different areas.
Hidden Valley is the site for competition. This week was the final cut
for the team. Among those chosen
were: Kim Anderson, Doug Bennett,
Chris Cardell, Dave Catalano, Jim
Chabot, Rich Clarkin, Jim Dolan,

Greg Jones, Don LaVelle, Dave
Margaroive, Frank Mayeda, Bill Proceller, Dave Rogers, John Tomasi,
Chuck Turott.
The first meet was Saturday,
January 27. The conditions were not
conducive to prize performances.
Therefore the A team didn't ski as
well as expected. However, the B
team awalked away with first place.
The following meet A team got 7th
out of 16 teams and B team took 3rd.
Dave Rogers came in 1st of 200
skiers. With three meets to go the
team looks strong and determined to
do well. But whether or not you are
interested in racing or pure recreational skiing, the Alpine Club is a
good time for all.

o

4.64

A Gallon

\

POPOV VODKA
1.75 Liters

Ql04

BUY A CASE! ONLY $46.66
MANY OTHER SPECIALS! STOP BY AND
CHECK 'EM OUT FOR YOURSELF!
ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX

m
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A Close-Up Look at Mark Young
by Mark Maria
No one will disagree with Coach
Barakat when he says, "Mark Young
is the best big man that ever played
here. It was a lucky day for Fairfield
University having him come here."
His statistics prove this: He is second on Fairfield's all time scoring list
with 1526 career points, and is one
of the nation's top field goal and free
throw shooters, but there is one thing
'that his stats leave out. Mark Young
is an outstanding person on and off
the court. He is the kind of guy you
would like to have as a friend. When
he leaves, Fairfield will lose much
more than a great basketball player.
Looking back to the beginning of
his career, Mark was one of the most
highly recruited high school seniors
in the country. He was player of the
year in New England, a high school
All American, and had offers from
200 colleges. Out of all those
schools, he narrowed it down to Fairfield or Duke. (As a matter of fact, his
father is an alumnus of Duke and re-'
quested that he go there.) Mark
chose Fairfield because he "didn't
want to go to a basketball factory like
other schools," and Fairfield had
"his kind of people." Mark made this
choice and has no regrets. "I didn't
even think about Duke being in the
National Tourney," he explained,
"Fairfield was not a power, I expected this." Coach Barakat was
very influential in bringing Mark to
Fairfield. Young was very impressed
by what Fairfield's Coach had to say.
Barakat guaranteed Mark nothing,
just that he was going to have to
learn to integrate school and
athletics. Mark now says that
"Coach Barakat would give me his
right arm," but all he wanted was a
chance to play as early as he could.
There was a time however when
Mark was just about ready to leave
Fairfield. Mark was a good student in
high school and came to the school
as a pre-med major. Early in his
freshman year, before the basketball
season started, Mark wasn't doing
well as a pre-med and was down on
himself athletically as well as
academically. With some counseling
from Coach Barakat and his advisor

Dr. Boggio, Mark decided to change
his major to management. From then
on things got better and better for
Mark, and better and better for Fairfield University.
As Mark matured as a ballplayer,
he became more aggressive, started
pulling down more rebounds, taking
more shots and he developed into
the star that everyone thought he
would. The highlight of his career so
far has been the 33 point effort
against Dayton in the N.l.T's, but
Mark does not like to single out his
own efforts. "I take every game the
same," he explained.
This year Mark has led the team in
scoring twelve times, was named to
the E.C.A.C. honor roll back in
December, did not miss an entire
shot in one game vs. Southern Connecticut, and is just coming off a
super 34 point effort last Saturday. I
asked Mark about the tough losses
this year and he explained, "We
were not playing together and our inexperience was showing." Coach
Barakat expanded on this further
saying "We're a young team and we
make young mistakes like not
holding together in the late going.
'Last year's team played together for
about three years and they knew
how to work with each other."
After the tough loss to Yale at the
buzzer, Barakat realized that no one
was taking charge on the court and
he called on Mark and Joey to be the
vocal leaders of the team, the type of
leader that Steve Balkan was last
year. This was a difficult adjustment
for both because they are by nature
quiet players, but Mark seems ready
to accept this role. He knows that he
can be very influential in stopping the
mental lapses that have hurt the
team in the past.
At a time when every athlete feels
he must announce his talents to the
press, Mark Young has gone a different route. He shys from publicity
and from being outspoken. Mark simply wants to be part of and accepted
by the University community. To
stereotype him as just another big
basketball player is a gross general-

JACK'S MARKET
Featuring:
Beer,
Munchies,
Groceries, and
Sandwiches to go!

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD 259-6384
Open 8 to 8 Mon thru Sat 8 to 6 on Sundays

SURFSIDE
SOUTH PINE CREEK RD

ization. Mark is just like you and me,
a student, and he wants to be know
that way. In fact, Mark Young'
doesn't realize how good a basketball player he really is. Mark will not
just speak about himself, but he'll
always have a lot to say about the
team, the school, or his pal Joey D.
He is a "team player" in the true
essence of the phrase. I asked Mark
if he felt that he wasn't getting the
recognition he deserves playing with
Joey, he simply explained, "Ink
doesn't bother me. Whatever Joey
gets, he deserves. I love Joey and
wish the best for him."
Contrary to what some may think,
Mark has to take the same courses
and teachers as everyone else. He
•gets no special breaks. Teachers
look for him to get to class, and get
his assignments in. He's got to do his
management cases for Mr. Peters
just like any other management major. Mark was quick to point out that
athletes are in a way being paid by
the University. The school gives him.
something, and it wants something in
return. It's almost like a job to him.
Looking back at his four years here,
he concluded, "I am happy I had to
do schoolwork unlike everywhere
else, because I'm going to have to
leave playing the game sometime."
As for Mark's future, messages
have been received from the 76'ers,
Nets, Phoenix and Detroit saying
they want either films or information
on Mark. He has recently been
chosen to play in the 27th annual
Portsmouth Invitational Tournament,
which has the top 60 seniors in the
nation and every pro scout will be
there. He has also been chosen for
the All-New England team for the
third year in a row. There is also the
possibility that Mark and Joey could
play in Europe if they choose to do
so.
After his playing days are over,
Mark still wants to be connected with
basketball for the rest of his life. He
loves the game, and it has become a
part of him. Whatever Mark Young
does after leaving Fairfield, he will be
a success; that is just the type of person he is. Everyone likes him, he
doesn't have an unfriendly bone in
his body.

Season

Even though what Mark wilt do in
the future is uncertain, there is one
thing that is, there will never be a
replacement for Mark Young.

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Totals

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

FIRST DRINK FREE
25' ICE COLD 12 Oz DRAFTS

FG-FGA

FG%

FT-FTA

FT%

REB-AVG

PTS-AVG

26
27
27
21

108-212
118-239
149-237
138-244

.509
.494
.629
.566

71-102
116-156
163-201
150-182

.696
.744
.811
.824

182-7.0
194-7.2
199-7.4
186-8.8

287-11.0
352-13.0
461-17.1
426-20.3

101

513-932

.550

500-641

.780

761-7.5

1526-15.1

The PIARISTS

The priests and brothers of the Piarist Order have educated the
young for over 300 years. We profess a fourth vow dedicating
ourselves to educate youth according to the principles of
Christ and of our founder, St. Joseph Calasanctius. We work in
grade schools, high schools, CCD programs and parishes.
For further information write to:

Vocation Director
The Piarists
363 Valley Forge Road
Devon Pennsylvania 19333

CLASS

INSTANT
I.D. PHOTOS
FOR STUDENTS
Black & White Chemicals
FAIRVIEW CAMERA SHOP
2189 Black Rock Tpke
334-5123

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

FOR QUICK PRINTING
Flyers
Tickets

• * •

Resumes

MONDAY-THURSDAY
25c DRAFTS

Et Cetera

OPEN 7-12 MONDAY-THURSDAY
OPEN TILL 3AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY

MARK YOUNG'S BASKETBALL STATISTICS TO DATE

YOUTH IS OUR CONCERN

FAC
FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB

Be There!
"The best big man ever to play at Fairfield" says coach Fred Barakat of
#53, Mark Young.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)

1136 Pott Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506
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Stags Torpedo Army, 100-82
by Tim Buckley
Mark Young had a career high 34
points last Saturday night, and the
Fairfield team had their finest all
around game of the year, as the
Stags defeated Army 100-82.
Tonight, Fairfield tries to continue
their four-game win streak, as the
travel to Hofstra. Hofstra, paced by
guard Henry Hollingsworth should
give the Stags a run for their money,
but if last Saturday nights game is
any indication of what is ahead for
the Fairfield club, the trip to Long
Island should result in a Fairfield
victory.
Last Saturday, it was obvious even
before the game the Cadets were in
for a long night. First, it was the
"Wear Red" game for the Stag fans,
who came in droves for the game,
making it the largest crowd yet this

taller, sharpshooting Stag quintet.
Army found themselves in early foul
trouble, especially with their big men.
Result, Mark Young ends the first
half with 11 points and the Stags held
a 15 p'oint lead over the Cadets.
Fairfield continued the assault on
the Army team, building themselves
an 18 point cushion before a 2:20
stretch that had some of the Fairfield
faithful wondering if the ghost of
Florida had again come North. Army
reeled off 10 unanswered points in
that span and was within striking
distance until Mark Young and Joe
DeSantis teamed for 18 of the following 20 Fairfield points. Ten of those
came from Young, in consecutive
order, as the Fairfield lead again
■ reached 18 points. The backbreaker
for Army? A Joe DeSantis jumper
and steal off the inbounds pass for

bounds, while DeSantis handed out
11 assists. Fairfield shot a sizzling
62% from the floor for the game,
while Army managed only 48%.
Clennie Brundidge led the West Point
shooting attack with 20 points.
Fairfield, while becoming the first
team to score 100 points against
Mike Krzyewski's defensive-minded
Army teams, upped their seasonal
mark to 13-8 while Army fell to 12-8.
From now on Fairfield has to continue to win to keep their playoff
hopes alive, which is not out of the
question. But while the Stags keep
winning, they have to hope for some
of the other teams to fall out of their
way. UConn has two big games with
Rhode Island within ten days, and
that could well have a bearing on the
Stag fortunes come the first of
March.

Fairfield's Mark Young (#53) and Barry Gunderson (#34) battle Army's Clennie Brundidge (#20) and Marty
Coyne (#32) for rebound.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)
an easy layup, and a minute standing
year for a Fairfield home game.
ovation by the Fairfield fans. Army
Secondly, the waving of red napkins
never got back on track.
throughout the opening moments of
After Young's 34 points (10 for 15
the game and ensuing fine Stag
from the floor and 14 of 15 from the
plays must have hampered the moral
line), Fairfield was paced by the scorand concentration of the Army
ing of DeSantis with 25 points (10-14,
players. All this, in addition to the
5 of 6), Flip Williams with 17 and
fact that All—American candidate
Barry Gunderson with 10. Joe Nelson
Joe DeSantis was his usual self in
threw in eight points in a starting role
the shooting percentage catagory,
brought on by the announcement
and things became increasingly diflast week that freshman forward
ficult for the Cadets.
Henry Foster has been placed on
They were absolutely right. Deacademic probation. Young and
spite going on to take the early lead,
Gunderson each collected eight reArmy was simply outmatched by the

Everyone's all smiles as Stag Flip Williams leaps toward bucket in
Saturday's 100-82 rout of Army. Left, #10 Joe McGuinness and right, #20
Clennie Brundidge are caught flat-footed.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)
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SPORTS

A Fair Shake For Women's Sports
By Danny Keegan
"No person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance...."
These specific lines found on page
one of Title IX^of the Education
Amendments of 1972 are presently
making life a little more difficult for
Athletic Directors and University Administrators at colleges and universities throughout the country.
At the time of the issuance of this
law in 1972, and after amendments
to it in 1974, the primary emphasis
was to provide women with equal opportunities in athletics whereby they
could express and develop their talents in this area.
Progress in this direction was being achieved. In a period of five
years, from 1971 to 1976, the total
number of women enrolled in college
programs increased by approximately 39%. This increase also resulted
in a rise of more than 100% in the
number of women participating in intercollegiate sports.
These statistics indicate positive
development for women in terms of
educational opportunities and
related athletic participation. Nevertheless, in making a brief comparison of the number of womens'
sports to men's sports on a nationwide basis, the men on the average
are ahead of the females 6 to 4. At
Fairfield University there are seven
sports for the men and three for the
women.
Despite the gains made for
women during the past few years a
disparity still exists as far as opportunity is concerned. In consideration
of this fact, and in response to sixty-

two lawsuits on the grounds of discrimination against female athletes,
the Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare,'
Joseph Califano, issued a policy interpretation of Title IX in December
1978.
In this interpretation of Title IX
Califano has not only acknowledged
the need of equal opportunity for
women, but the women must now
receive substantially equal, dollar
amounts in relation to the men.
The new interpretation has set the
stage for headaches in Athletic
Departments everywhere. To comply
with the regulations. Califano has
established a two-part procedure.
The first involves a formula whereby
a university will add up the aggregate
dollar amounts expended on men's
teams in such areas as financial aid,
recruiting, travel and equipment. The
total of these financially measurable
items are subsequently divided by
the number of men participating in
competitive sports. This ultimate
figure is termed "total per capita expenditures". If this amount is
hypothetical^ $1,000, then, each
female athlete involved in a sport is
entitled to this sum.,
The second step, which appears
easier to comply with is "to
eliminate, over a reasonable period
of time, the discriminatory effects of
the historic emphasis on men's
sports, and to facilitate the continued
growth of women's athletics". With
the recent opening of the recreational complex, Fairfield University
has already created new areas of
athletic opportunity for the female
athletes on campus.
Implementation of the "substan
tially equal per capita expenditure"
aspect of the law does not promise
to be an effortless task. This is true
for several reasons. First, again us-

Stagettes Donna Margine (#13) and (#25) Mary-Beth McGurk pressure St. Peters guard in 91-34 loss last
week. Title IX will help upgrade Women's Sports throughout the nation.
(Photo by Alex Graziano)
ing the proposed $1,000 from above,
the athletic department may find
itself in a position where there are
sufficient dollars but not enough
women athletes. This fact will be
especially true at Fairfield as the
population of potential women
athletes is limited.
In a recent interview with Athletic
Director C. Donald Cook, Mr. Cook
mentioned the possibility of entering
the Women's Basketball team into
the Division I level of competition for
next year. Financially, the proposition is plausible, but other factors
must be considered. Specifically, the
transition to this level for the women
may be too burdensome and place
them at a disadvantage amongst

their competitors.
Currently, Mr. Cook is attempting
to comply with this tremendous requirement in a way which will be genuinely equitable to both the men's
and women's sports programs at
Fairfield.
The pressure of this assignment is
monumental. Simply, if compliance
with the policy interpretation of Title
IX is not completed by the beginning
of the 1979-1980 academic year federal funding to the university could
be eradicated. Not only would the
athletic programs be adversely effected, but ironically enough any
other federal funded program will be
eliminated.
Compliance, with the requirements

of HEW's Mr. Califano may prove to
be Mr. Cook's toughest competition
in a long time. As Califano emphatically stated in his December
presentation: "Anyone who doubts
the importance of equal athletic opportunity for women need only remember those things we have all
heard throughout our lives about participation in sports: That athletics
teach both teamwork and leadership;
that athletics create pride in accomplishment; that athletics teach
sportsmanship—how to win and
lose; that competitive sports build
character".
"Does anyone think for a moment
that those benefits apply only to
men?" <

